
 

 

Touchless Blue Sky Plan 
 
 
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 
 Connect the Leap Motion sensor to the computer's USB port.  
 Place the sensor on a flat surface in front of the computer.  
 Additional controller information available at LeapMotion.com 
 
 
OPERATING TOUCHLESS BLUE SKY PLAN 
 Touchless Blue Sky Plan is designed to be used to view an existing treatment plan. 

Ideal for sterile conditions. 
 Open the relevant Blue Sky Plan Treatment Plan and click on the "View-

ing Mode" button in the horizontal toolbar.  
 The relevant on screen buttons for viewing the Treatment Plan will appear enlarged 

for easier selection. All functionality used for planning the case will be hidden from 
the screen.  

 Extend a single finger, and keep the other fingers curled into a fist. Start with your 
hand close to your body and move it towards the screen until a green circle repre-
senting your finger appears on the screen. 

 Control Blue Sky Plan using the following motions.  
 Move your hand in any direction in order to control and move the green circle 

representing your pointed finger.  
 Extend your thumb (in addition to the single finger) when you want to "click" 

(green circle will temporarily become yellow) and then immediately return your 
thumb to your fist.  

 Keep your thumb extended in situations when you would want to hold down you 
left mouse button (green control circle will remain yellow) for continual selection. 

 Move your extended finger in a fast circular / spinning motion (with the finger still 
pointing forward) to zoom in and zoom out.  

 If the sensor looses track of the finger, temporarly remove your hand from the sen-
sors field of view and then once again start moving your finger closer to the screen. 

 Press the "Viewing Mode" button again to leave the TOUCHLESS mode and return 
to normal Blue Sky Plan functionality.  

 
View the Blue Sky Bio website for additional information, to order a Leap controller and 
to view relevant videos.  
 
 

 


